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Drive Medical's mission is to improve the quality of life for everyone they serve - even in the bathroom. The brand has seven different gear benches that allow any user to comfortably bathe or use the toilet in a sitting position. By reducing the risk of falls, these transfer benches enhance the convenience and safety of the bathroom for
everyone. REQUEST CONSULTATION Best reviews The latest Best Reviews Helps Patient Transfers in and Out of Bath and/or Shower Durable Blow Shaped Plastic Bench and Back of the New A Frame Design provides extra stability Backrest is reversible to accommodate left or right bath No exposed equipment, To injure the patient
No tools needed to assemble - Snap together a frame of extra large, lock suction cups provide extra safety Seat height adjustable in 1/2 increments with a unique double column extension of the leg Support collar in the legs reduces the rattle seat height adjusts 17.5 to 22.5 pinch-free lever allowing you to push the pins to be suppressed,
Don't pinch your fingers to talk to a customer service representative, call 1-800-956-6616 Helps make transfers to and from the bath safer Reversible back for the right or left facing transfer textured seat with drainage holes Tool free assembly Seat Height adjusts 17.5 - 22.5 Holds up to 400 pounds. Seat Height. : 17.5 - 22.5 Seat sizes:
26W x 16.25D Total base: 33W x 24D Mandatory clearance: 14.5 - 19.5 Product weight: 10 pounds. Weight capacity: 400 pound Drive Guarantee: Limited life on the frame of the bath transfer bench shower bench, which helps people get in and out of the bath. The benches are usually placed inside the bathtub and often consist of an
armrest, backrest, wide seat, and four legs, two of which remain outside the bathtub. These benches are similar to a shower chair, but an extended seat helps with transferring to and from the bathtub. While bathing is a necessity, it can often be one of the most dangerous tasks for someone with injury or limited mobility. Pipe transfer
benches help facilitate climbing over the edge of the bathtub and prevent life-threatening injuries due to falling in the bathroom. They are a great option for people who may not be able to install a shower bath, or use it temporarily. For safety, the transfer of bath benches can be used with a removable hand shower. Consider one with an
extra-long hose for the greatest convenience. Choosing the right bath transfer bench for your needs is essential. Pay special attention to the size and make sure that the bench will fit your bathroom before you buy. After our review, we included a buying guide with tips on how to find the right transfer the bathtub to your needs.
SeniorsMatter participates in partner programs with various companies. We can earn commissions when you click on or make purchases by linking. The best bath transfer benches see more reviews The latest price drive Medical Plastic Tub Transfer Bench is one of the great products on our review, made of durable plastic and comes in
a light grey/greenish color. The rear support is reversible to accommodate the entrance on the left or right. The bench comes with height adjustable legs with extra-large suckers that help lock it in place for extra versatility and safety. We love the pinch of loose levers this model provides, allowing you to push pins to be depressed without
accidentally squeezing your fingers. Key features blow-shaped plastic bath benches and backrests are reversible - to accommodate various bathrooms tool free-assembling back, legs, and the weapon Bath seat height is adjustable in .5 Brand Specifications: Drive Medical Primary Material: Aluminum Product Weight: 10 pounds Weight of
power: 400 pounds Product sizes: 17.75 (H) x 29 (W) x 19.75 (L) Seat sizes Depth - 18.5 Width - 26 Pros Sturdy Adjustable Feet for Height and Align Huge sucker grip well in the bathroom tool free assembly Cons may be too large for some standard bath/shower combination Difficult to use shower curtain with this bench Read Reviews
Check The Latest Price Medokare Shower Transfer bench lightweight, Durable and comes in white it is easy to fit any bathroom. The legs are limited to a non-slip tip for safety, and drainage holes in the seat prevent water build-up and make cleaning easy. We love that this product comes with a shower tote bag, providing convenient
storage for soaps and shampoos. A bench without sliding is ideal for users with limited strength. Key features Reversible hands and backs - To accommodate various bathroom layouts contains drainage holes in the seat comes with a shower tote bag non-skid, a non-slip bench Easy to assemble the specifications of the brand: Medokare
Weight product: 7.05 pounds Weight capacity: 280 Seat Dimensions: Width - 20 Depth 12? The pros of the Foot adjustable for the various heights of the seat are not slippery drainage holes to prevent water clutter and make cleaning easy Cons Directions can be misleading for some - although the assembly of the simple back is not
regulated More Reviews Check The Latest Price Giantex Tub Transfer bench is made with a heavy, durable aluminum frame and polyethylene seats. We love that there are suction cup tips on all four legs for extra safety and stability. The legs are also adjustable, so you can easily adjust the seat to your preferences. We also love that this
bench comes in white, has drainage holes on the seat and is quick and easy to assemble. There are 10 levels of seat height adjustment, and suction cups provide a safe and customizable bench. The key features of adjusting the height of the seat from 18.5? Up to 22Suction cup tips on all 4 feet aluminum frame, polyethylene seat 30
drainage holes on the seat Easy to assemble with assembly instructions and odorless HDPE Seat Specifications Brand: Giantex Delivery Weight: 12,099 pounds Weight capacity: 300lbs Product sizes: 32? (W) x24.5? (D) x32.5?-37? (H) Seat sizes: 26.5? x 16? Pros Easy to collect 10 levels of adjustable seat height heavy and sturdy
aluminum frame Backrest direction can be adjusted Cons sucker can not be as big as some others in this review More Reviews Check The Latest Prices Carex Tub Transfer bench made of strong plastic and aluminum. Legs flared to provide stability, and expand to adjust the height of the seat from 16? 20?. The back is reversible, making
it easy to enter the left or right side. The seat and ergonomic back have a textured, non-slip surface. We like that the legs flared up to help ensure stability when swimming. The legs of the bench have a non-slip rubber grip to prevent sliding. Key features Aluminum Feet Molded Plastic Seat Adjustable Height Bench Reversible Back and
Pen Tool-Free Assembling Specification Brand: Carex Weight Capacity: 300 pounds Seat Width: 31 inches Seat Height: 16? 20? The pros of the ergonomic design of the Anti-Slip Flareed Feet Easy Fitting Cons seat may not be wide enough for some holes and pushbuttons can be problematic for some See More Reviews Check Out The
Latest HydroGlyde Premium Prices is a great option for individuals looking for little more than just a bathroom bench. This bath transfer bench is made with a stainless steel frame and slides across the width of the bench for the convenience of entry. The seat comes with a seat belt. We love that this product comes in bright blue, making it
easy to see for those with visual impairments. A removable cutout makes cleaning super comfortable, and the legs are tuned to 1/2 of the increments, not 1? creating a solid foundation. The bench has a weight capacity of 420 pounds, making it the highest of the products we have reviewed. Key features sliding seat seat seat cut-out seat
with inserted Padded hand clutch latex free 2-year warranty Adjustable Foot Specs Brand: Platinum Health Weight Capacity: 420 lb Seat Width: 31 inches Seat Height: 16? 20? Pros Foot adjustable to .5 increments Cushioned end grip and hand handles Big Weight Building You can return it after you open it Comprehensive 2-year
guarantee Cons Seat depth may be too shallow for some cutout may fall out of place for some More Reviews Check The Latest Prices It Turns and the sliding bathroom transfer bench comes with all the bells and whistles! The seat is equipped for 360-degree rotation and locks at each 90-degree corner. Seat the width of the chair, 15
inches, which is more than many transfer benches. Specially designed sliding rings help securely fix the seat at the end of each sliding rail. We like that an easy-to-use rotary and slide chair can provide a sense of independence for some some Key features Swivel and slide seat Adjustable seat belt Rubber anti-slip tips Latex-free Height
adjustable bench More slip distance than most gear benches on the brand specification market: Eagle Health Supplies Base length: 39.5?-40.5? Capacity: 400 pounds Seat size: 17.75? x 14.75? Seat height: 18.75? – 23? Max Tab Clearance: 18.5? Distance slip: 15? The pros of Swivel and slide seat makes it super easy to get in and out
of the bath can provide a sense of independence for some users High capacity weight Cons Not returned once opened Swivel is not locked in place while sliding-can be problematic for some of our best Pipe Transfer Bench Guide to Bath Transfer Bench is useful for older people with limited mobility or those With an injury. Often the bench
provides a sense of autonomy, which facilitates maneuvering into the bath yourself.  Because benches deal with personal hygiene, they often don't come back. Make sure you do your research before you make a purchase and keep in mind the following. Size Make sure to not only measure the bath or shower, but also the space around
the bathtub to ensure the product will fit. Consider the bath wall and if different heights are necessary for the inner and outer legs. Make sure the product is customer-appropriate. If necessary, go to your loved one's doctor or therapist and ask them to help you with accurate measurements to ensure the bench will meet their needs. Keep in
mind that you may need to install grab bars in larger baths for extra security. Build While most bath shift benches in our review advertise an assembly without tools, you want to make sure you are confident in your skills to ensure safety for you or your loved one. You can ask a neighbor or loved one for help if you're having problems, or
peek into the amazon home services feature. Bathroom safety is always a high risk area for those with limited mobility, and the likelihood of injury in the bathroom can increase with age. Look for products with non-slip surfaces and clutch bars for extra security. If you don't plan on moving the bath transfer bench, consider the product with
the suction cup of your feet for added stability. Stability. drive tub transfer bench assembly instructions
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